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INT. KITCHEN - DAY

A crazed CHEF (25) in a white apron and carrying a whisk 
runs up and down a small, white kitchen with an oven, grill 
and sink on the outskirts. In the middle of the room is a 
table with bowls, knives, plates, a rolling pin and a mixing 
bowl on it. The DOMINANT EGG is too fast to be caught by the 
COOK. He zooms through the air, 5 feet above ground.

CHEF
Come here, now!!

DOMINANT EGG
I can’t work out what it is that you 
want from me!!!

The screen goes black. An egg splats on the screen. A 
NARRATOR with a dramatic voice is heard.

NARRATOR
Horror, mystery and action. What you 
are about to watch is Charlie 
Baldwin’s blockbusting new epic 
‘Dominant Eggs and Eggs in Cakes!’

EXT. FIELD - DAY

It is a sunny Summer’s day. The DOMINANT EGG is alone, 
sitting by a lone tree. Fields go on for as far as the eye 
can see. The words ‘The day before’ fade in and out of view. 

DOMINANT EGG
(to himself)

I just can’t work out why in the 
world someone would ever put an egg 
in a cake. The warnings I’ve been 
getting from people! I should be very 
careful? Trust no one? Only eat vegan 
foods. Why??

The screen goes black again. A slice of cake appears. Egg 
yolk oozes out of it. 

NARRATOR
Deep contemplation, unexpected twists 
and paranoia. 

INT. CHEF SCHOOL LECTURE - DAY

The CHEF from before but now in casual clothes sits with 
dozens of people all around on similar chairs. A LECTURER 
(55) with long gray hair and wearing a smart suit is in 
front of everyone in a large room. The words ‘The year 
before’ fade in and out of view.
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LECTURER
You see students, the most important 
thing you need to know when making 
the perfect cake is... is...

The screen goes black once more. An amazed face is shown.

NARRATOR
Tension, intellect and awesome facts!

INT. CHEF SCHOOL LECTURE - DAY

The NARRATOR continues...

NARRATOR
... that you need the best damn eggs, 
ever. But be warned, the finest eggs 
are elusive. If you see a fantastic 
egg, don’t let it get away. Ever. 
Lecture over. 

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

The CHEF continues chasing the EGG.

CHEF
Come here egg! You’re not getting 
away!!

The EGG stops trying to escape and hovers in mid air. The 
CHEF stops, confused. The EGG turns to face the CHEF. 

DOMINANT EGG
You think you’re going to dominate 
me? No. I’M the Dominant Egg. It is 
me who will dominate you.

The EGG bounces on the CHEF knocking him out. The EGG 
continues bounces on the guy’s head. The EGG causally opens 
the door and leaves the room. The CHEF moans in pain and 
gradually stands back up. He is cold hearted.

CHEF
This... isn’t over...

The screen goes black yet again. The CHEF’S pained face is 
shown.
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NARRATOR
What will happen to the egg and the 
chef? Will they ever make amends, or 
will the egg finally be eaten in the 
best cake of all time? A cake even 
the lecturer would be proud of. Will 
the chef get the approval of his 
teacher he so desperately craves? 
Maybe the tables will turn and the 
Dominant Egg will post the chef to a 
sausage making factory? What I do 
know is that SOMEONE will be 
dominated!

The screen flashes black and red. A death metal singer 
screams ‘DOMINATIIION!’ 

INT. CHEF SCHOOL LECTURE - DAY

LECTURER
Oh. Before I go, I must teach you one 
more thing. Just remember... ALWAYS 
remember... some eggs just refuse to 
be dominated. NEVER let an egg 
dominate you. Good day. 

The LECTURER leaves the room as the students clap wildly.

NARRATOR
Dominant Eggs and Eggs in Cakes. In 
cinemas this Summer.
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